BOOK CLUB KIT
Dear Readers,

I started writing *Nightbloom* in 2018 but began thinking about it in 2012, when I returned home to Ghana after many years in the USA. I returned to find that many of my friends had moved on, created new lives where I was seemingly welcome but couldn’t find the door to enter. This made me want to write about friendships and how they change over time—sometimes becoming cold when they were once warm, painful when once mostly pleasurable.

*Nightbloom* is about the friendship of two cousins in Ghana, Akorfa and Selasi, how and why it frays over time, and how they make sense of this change. Their friendship is a lens through which we see family pressure, class, and race at work. And their story is about the struggle to remain whole in the face of experiences designed to crush even the strongest among us.

I hope that despite the conflicting truths in the book, and the distance between the cousins, you see that they might as well be standing side by side. That despite the secrets and silence, you hear their voices clearly. And that their story, and the way in which it is received, sends a strong signal to girls and women that there are people who will listen.

With love,

Peace

[Signature]
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

1. On the first page of *Nightbloom*, Akorfa’s mother makes a powerful prediction about Selasi. Do you agree with what she says? To what extent does this have to do with her preoccupation with social status? How do you think this prediction affects Akorfa’s perception of Selasi?

2. When do you think Akorfa and Selasi’s power dynamic first shifts? What in particular causes the shift?

3. How does Akorfa’s move to Accra change her perception of herself? In what ways does this influence Selasi?

4. How does class difference affect the friendship between Akorfa and Selasi? How does Akorfa continue to navigate these differences once in college, with her friends Ayorkor and Isabelle?

5. How do Akorfa’s family members determine her career ambitions? Have you ever felt pressure from your family to pursue a particular career path and rule out other choices? How did that make you feel?

6. In the second half of the novel, we shift to Selasi’s perspective. How did your feelings about Akorfa change when you read Selasi’s recounting of events? What did Akorfa not reveal in her versions of their history?

7. How does Selasi’s family situation affect the choices she makes as an adult, both at work and at home? How is this different from the choices Akorfa makes?

8. In what ways does life in the United States differ from Akorfa’s initial expectations? What surprises her? How does her relationship to Ghana change after her time in the States?

9. How is the girls’ relationship affected when Selasi is made to act as housekeeper in Aunt Lucy’s house? To what extent is this punishment determined by class difference?
10. In the novel, pride is shown to be both a vice and a virtue. What are some key moments in which both Selasi’s and Akorfa’s prideful natures influence their choices?

11. Why do you think Selasi chooses not to communicate her conflict with Aunt Lucy to Akorfa?

12. How would Selasi’s path have changed if her mother’s family were less resistant to acknowledging and condemning Uncle Michael’s assault? How would Akorfa’s have changed?

13. Ayorkor often claims that Akorfa has a responsibility to use her career success to give back to her community and other less affluent Black women in the US. Why doesn’t Akorfa always agree with her? In what ways do you agree and/or disagree with the two sides of this conversation?

14. Despite pushback from her family and husband, Selasi refuses to apologize to Mr. McCarthy. Why do you think she chooses this moment to take a stand?

15. Much of Nightbloom revolves around the question of reconciliation, particularly between women. Do Akorfa and Selasi reach a point of resolution at the end of the novel?

16. Have you ever realized that you’ve profoundly misunderstood someone’s situation, as Akorfa does Selasi’s? How did it make you feel?

17. What similarities do you see in how the women are treated in Ghana and in America?
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